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Head Impact Modeling to Support a Rotational Combat Helmet
Drop Test

ABSTRACT
Introduction:
The Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) military specification (mil-spec) provides blunt impact acceleration criteria that
must be met before use by the U.S. warfighter. The specification, which requires a helmeted magnesium Department
of Transportation (DOT) headform to be dropped onto a steel hemispherical target, results in a translational headform
impact response. Relative to translations, rotations of the head generate higher brain tissue strains. Excessive strain
has been implicated as a mechanical stimulus leading to traumatic brain injury (TBI). We hypothesized that the linear
constrained drop test method of the ACH specification underreports the potential for TBI.
Materials and Methods:
To establish a baseline of translational acceleration time histories, we conducted linear constrained drop tests based on
the ACH specification and then performed simulations of the same to verify agreement between experiment and simulation. We then produced a high-fidelity human head digital twin and verified that biological tissue responses matched
experimental results. Next, we altered the ACH experimental configuration to use a helmeted Hybrid III headform, a
freefall cradle, and an inclined anvil target. This new, modified configuration allowed both a translational and a rotational
headform response. We applied this experimental rotation response to the skull of our human digital twin and compared
brain deformation relative to the translational baseline.
Results:
The modified configuration produced brain strains that were 4.3 times the brain strains from the linear constrained
configuration.
Conclusions:
We provide a scientific basis to motivate revision of the ACH mil-spec to include a rotational component, which would
enhance the test’s relevance to TBI arising from severe head impacts.

INTRODUCTION
Human blast exposure can lead to serious and life-threatening
injuries, typically classified as primary, arising from the blast
wave, and targeting the lungs, middle ear, and brain; secondary, caused from flying debris; tertiary, resulting in blunt
impact of the body with its environment; and quaternary,
resulting in all other sequelae. In this cascade of potential
injuries, blunt impact on the head remains a primary concern,
given the critical nature of the brain. In addition, blunt impact
environments without blast precursors, such as motorized
vehicle collisions, falls from height, and airborne operations
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during aircraft exit, descent, and parachute landing, expose
the warfighter to the risk of head injury.1 The warfighter’s helmet is the main method for head protection, yet much remains
to be learned about how well the helmet actually protects the
brain.
The Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) must pass militaryspecification (mil-spec) testing that prescribes a blunt impact
acceleration limit. This specification requires a helmeted magnesium (Mg) Department of Transportation (DOT) headform
to be dropped vertically, with an impact speed of 3.1 m/s
(10 ft/s), onto a steel, hemispherical target.1–3 The pass/fail
criteria are based on translational acceleration (150 G) alone,
absent from any rotational component. This translational
acceleration injury risk assessment is based on the Wayne
State Tolerance Curve.4 Without a rotational component,
the specification’s injury risk application is limited to skull
fracture and hematomas (subdural, subarachnoid). There is
a growing body of evidence that suggests rotational head
motions, rather than translational motions, are more relevant
when assessing the risk of traumatic brain injury (TBI), in
particular diffuse axonal injury (DAI).5–9 As a result, there
is a critical need to assess brain injury potential arising from
the linear constrained configuration of the ACH mil-spec and
from modified configurations that induce head rotation to
1
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the head’s CG, we can elicit a rotational head motion in our
test method.
In the following sections of this paper, we describe the
methodology of this study, which utilizes physical head
impact tests and characterizes the brain deformation response
from each test through an FE analysis. The brain strains
and strain rates resulting from each testing configuration are
presented, and the significance of these results toward the
improvement of the ACH mil-spec is discussed.
METHODS
Our methodology followed a sequence of experimental tests,
simulation verification, and analysis of brain tissue deformation. Starting with the linear constrained configuration, we
established an experimental baseline. We conducted physical
tests of an ACH-fitted Mg DOT headform subjected to a crown
impact, which produced repeatable headform acceleration
time histories (Fig. 2). Two anvils were considered: (1) the
hemispherical target of the linear constrained configuration
(Fig. 1A), and (2) an inclined anvil (flat surface inclined 45◦
from horizontal, Fig. 1B). We refer to these two variants as
the “linear constrained configuration” and the “modified configuration,” respectively. Our modified configuration replaced
the DOT headform of the ACH mil-spec with a Hybrid III
headform to adequately secure it to the ACH, particularly during the post-impact rotational response. In the former test, a
linear constrained drop arm was used. In the latter test, a cradle was used to allow the helmeted headform to have freefall
impact with the anvil. Apart from the headform, cradle, and
anvil modifications, all other test variables were held constant across the two tests, including the 3.1 m/s (10 ft/s) impact
speed specified in the ACH standard. Headform CG acceleration time histories, both three-axis translational and three-axis
rotational, were obtained with a CADEX data acquisition system (CADEX Inc., Quebec, Canada). Raw acceleration time
history data were post-processed with a four-pole Butterworth
filter with the low-pass cutoff frequency of 1,650 Hz.
Simulations of the linear constrained configuration were
then performed to verify the computational methodology. All
models used for this study were built on a simulation framework that has been previously described and verified.16,17 Our
technical report17 contains comprehensive details on the geometric models, constitutive models, and complete Sierra Solid
Mechanics solver18 input decks that can be used to reproduce
the numerical results produced herein. The salient simulation
methodology is as follows: We created a half-symmetry FE
model of the DOT, ACH, and hemispherical anvil. Then, we
applied homogeneous displacement boundary conditions to
the out-of-plane (left-to-right) axis. Although the DOT model
had left-to-right symmetry, allowing faster running simulations to be exploited, the human head model, described below,
lacked perfect symmetry and thus required a full 3D simulation. The helmeted DOT model was allowed to fall vertically
onto the anvil, impacting at the crown location with a speed
of 3.1 m/s (10 ft/s). For the DOT simulations, we processed
MILITARY MEDICINE, Vol. 00, Month/Month 2021
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ascertain whether helmet testing standards should be updated
to include a rotational component.
The inclusion of rotation not only results in head motions
that are closer to most real world and combat theater impacts
(e.g., such as occur in tertiary blast exposure or direct blunt
impact) but also allows for a more complete risk assessment of TBI. This enhanced scope arises because impacts that
cause only a translational head response result in less brain
strain than impacts that cause rotation.5 Larger strains are
produced from rotational head motions since rotation induces
shear deformations. The brain can more easily undergo shear
(volume preserving, isochoric) deformations than volumetric
(volume changing, dilitational) deformations since its shear
modulus is 5-6 orders of magnitude lower than its bulk modulus.10 As a result of these large shear deformations, DAI
can result, which is widespread damage to neuronal axons
and one of the main pathological features of TBI.6 Diffuse
axonal injury has been shown to be dependent on both the tissue strain and strain rate, with larger strains and strain rates
correlating to an increased risk of DAI.9,11–13 Combat helmets that pass the ACH mil-spec with the linear constrained
configuration may not protect against this common form
of TBI.
To inform a revision of the ACH mil-spec such that it
accounts for strain and strain rate driven injury, it is critical to
understand the relationship between rotational head kinematics and the resulting tissue strains and strain rates that develop
within the brain. Finite element (FE) head models can provide valuable insight into the brain deformation response for
a given impact condition.14 It has been shown that the peak
tissue strains and strain rates that develop in the brain are
dependent on both the magnitude of the peak angular acceleration and peak angular velocity of the head.15 By characterizing
the tissue strains and strain rates that result from a head impact
through FE head models, we can begin to guide the development of new helmet testing methods that include a rotational
component and provide a better assessment of brain injury
risk.
In this study, we explore an alternative approach for testing the ACH that honors the acceleration-based traditions of
the existing specification but, importantly, modifies the target anvil configuration to produce rotational head motions.
The linear constrained configuration of the ACH mil-spec
has an implicit assumption that external impacts on the helmet result in a force application that has near-perfect alignment with the head’s center of gravity (CG). Such an impact
will likely elicit minimal brain strain because the impact
imparts minimal-to-no head rotation. Moreover, this simplifying configuration is an unrealistic assumption on the nature
of real-world impacts encountered by the U.S. warfighter in
the field. For an arbitrary impact on the helmeted head, the
CG-aligned event is a very rare and special case. In conceivable real-world impacts, non-alignment will be present.
Through a simple modification of the target anvil configuration that introduces a non-alignment of the impact force with
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CG accelerations and compared them to the DOT CG accelerations from our experiments with the linear constrained
configuration.
After the numerical digital twin of the linear constrained
configuration test was established, we substituted the numerical DOT with a human head digital twin. The acceleration
time histories at the human head CG location from the simulations were compared to the CG accelerations recorded in
our experiments. The human head digital twin used in this
study has been used extensively for blast, blunt, and ballistic
military applications and is described in detail in past publications.19–23 In summary, the human digital twin (Fig. 1C) used
for the present investigation consisted of an FE model composed of 4,631,316 three-dimensional hexagonal elements of
1-mm3 median element size and included skin, muscle, bone,
gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), membranes, vasculature, intravertebral discs, airway,
and sinus.
The acceleration data (Fig. 2) acquired from the Hybrid
III headform in the modified configuration experiments were
time-integrated to obtain velocity time histories, both translational and rotational, to use as time-dependent boundary conditions on the skull of the human digital twin, simulating the
helmeted human head subjected to the modified configuration
impact. For all simulations, the WM and GM Green-Lagrange
strain and strain rates were calculated. From these two tensors,
the maximum principal strain (MPS) and maximum principal
strain rate (MPSR) were tracked for each FE composing the
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WM (504,505 elements) and GM (790,102 elements). We
followed the brain’s MPS and MPSR values throughout the
impact events and, for each simulation, identified the time
when the MPS reached its maximum critical value, which was
used in the third and final step of our methodology, described
next.
We used brain tissue deformation, adopted widely in
biomechanics research8,9,24,25 to provide a context of brain
injury potential to the human digital twin from the linear constrained configuration as well as the modified configuration.
At the brain MPS critical times, we plotted strain and strain
rate (Fig. 3) in the format of a bivariate distribution, allowing
strain and strain rate effects to be viewed independently of
each other. The potential clinical significance of these brain
strain and strain rate data were assessed using a newly proposed but preliminary injury risk criterion based on the results
of an in vitro model of neuronal injury.11 This cellular-based
mild traumatic brain injury (cbmTBI) criterion utilizes both
the strain and strain rate of brain tissue to account for the
tensile stretch and rate of stretch that occurs throughout the
brain as a result of blunt impact to the head. Neuronal strain
and strain rate of the cbmTBI criterion, indicated as the “cell
death” curve in Figure 3, provide a potential injury threshold
for the human brain exposed to both the linear constrained and
modified configurations. Strains and strain rates that exceed
this threshold (i.e., located to the top and right of the “cell
death” curve in Fig. 3) correspond to permanent cellular
injury.

3
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup, side view, of (A) linear constrained configuration and (B) modified configuration. (C) The three-dimensional human head
digital twin mid-sagittal view, illustrating biological tissues modeled in the simulations, with model shown helmeted for context on the small inset image.
The human head model in (C) was used to simulate the experimental head impacts and to predict brain strain and strain rate resulting from the configurations
shown in (A) and (B).
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FIGURE 3. Population of white and gray matter finite element tensile maximum principal strain (MPS) and maximum principal strain rate (MPSR) for the (A)
linear constrained configuration and (B) modified configuration when the 95th percentile strain has reached a maximum in each of the respective simulations.
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FIGURE 2. Translational deceleration time histories in the superior-inferior (SI) direction are shown by the bold solid curve for the linear constrained experiment (Department of Transportation headform) and by the bold dashed curve for the linear constrained simulation (human head). Translational decelerations
in the anterior-posterior (AP) and superior-inferior (SI) direction are shown by the dot/dash-dot and dash/dot curves, respectively, for the modified experiment
(Hybrid III or H3 headform) and simulation (human head). The angular head acceleration about the sagittal plane is shown to be the same for the modified
experiment (solid curve) and simulation (dash-dot curve).
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where the GM sits adjacent to the CSF/membrane interfaces
and the interior of the skull. Elevated GM strain is also
observed near the brainstem.
DISCUSSION
We have attempted to justify our main hypothesis: the linear
constrained configuration of the ACH mil-spec likely underreports potential for TBI. With the same impact speed of
3.1 m/s (10 ft/s), a modified configuration that elicits postimpact head rotation greatly increased brain strain. Analysis
of this comparison, consistent with the growing body of evidence that emphasizes head rotations over translations for TBI
risk assessment, suggests that helmet testing standards should
include a rotational component.
Our exploration of the mil-spec test demonstrates the need
for new helmet liners that mitigate head rotation. For the linear constrained configuration, our results provide a baseline
of peak brain strain and strain rate, which new liners must not
exceed. For the modified configuration, our results not only
demonstrate the limitations of the current helmet liner to mitigate rotation but also provide a known upper bound of peak
strain and strain rate, which future rotation-mitigating helmet
liners must decrease.
Relative to the linear constrained configuration, the modified configuration caused a strain magnitude increase of 4.3x,
the basis to support a specification update. Although the linear constrained configuration may help limit injury risk to
skull fracture, it does not equally well predict propensity for
rotation-induced brain injury. More work is needed to identify
the full scope of real-world, off-axis (non-CG-aligned) helmeted head impacts and to identify the expected brain strain
operational envelope present in combat environments.
The rationale to support a specification update stems
from the underlying physiology of the brain tissue, which is
strongly susceptible to more shear deformation compared to
bulk deformation. Shear deformation of the brain, secondary
to blunt impact, is more easily achieved through head rotation than through head translation. Thus, a helmet, with the
incontrovertible intent of head protection, should be designed
to meet a specification that tests head rotations, a particularly
deleterious outcome of off-axis head impact.
When the deformation, measured through strain, and the
deformation temporal onset, measured through strain rate, is
sufficient to exceed the normative physiological thresholds,
tissue injury can result.9 The point clouds (Fig. 3) demonstrate the brain tissue is more at risk for potential cell death
by way of excessive strain than by the excessive strain rate.
For the linear constrained configuration (Fig. 3A), the distance
from the 95th percentile strain, 1.30e-02, to the cell death
curve intercept, ∼7.67e-02, is only 6.37e-02. For the modified
configuration (Fig. 3B), the distance from the 95th percentile
strain, 5.64e-02, to the cell death intercept, ∼9.90e-02, is only
4.26e-02. In contrast to strain, the strain rate 95th percentiles
fall far from the cell death curve. The linear constrained
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RESULTS
As shown in Figure 2, the linear constrained configuration
experiments reliably produced peak headform CG accelerations of ∼60-Gs. Relative to this baseline, simulation of the
linear constrained experiments with the human head digital
twin produced CG acceleration, measured along the head’s
superior-inferior (SI) axis, with a larger peak (∼70-Gs). Simulation of the human head digital twin impacting the inclined
anvil of the modified configuration produced lower vertical SI-axis accelerations (∼50-Gs) but resulted in anteriorposterior (AP) axis accelerations (non-existent for the linear
constrained configuration) on the order of 10-Gs. For vertical accelerations, increasing peaks corresponded to shortened
pulse durations, with first return-to-zero trace crossings at
about 14 ms for the linear constrained experiments, just under
11 ms for the linear constrained simulation, and about 12 ms
for the modified cases.
The linear constrained configuration resulted in a single
vertical (SI-axis) reaction force on the helmeted headform.
In contrast, the inclined anvil of the modified configuration
generated reaction forces that caused the helmeted headform
to have vertical and anterior (AP-axis) rebounds, with postimpact rotation in the sagittal plane. Headform angular velocity was just over 17 rad/s, with onset duration of ∼10 ms. Over
this time interval, peak angular acceleration reached nearly
30 krad/s2 (Fig. 2). Total headform angular motion during the
10 ms impact was nearly 6◦ .
Figure 3 shows point clouds and population histograms of
strain and strain rate for every FE of the GM and WM for
the linear constrained and modified configurations, respectively, at the critical MPS time described in the Methods
section. The 95th percentile values of strain and strain rate
indicated are commonly used as a conservative estimate when
reporting maximum values from numerical simulations.14
For the linear constrained configuration, the 95th percentile
maximum strain was found to be 1.30e-02 (Fig. 3A). For
the modified configuration, the 95th percentile maximum
strain was found to be 5.64e-02 (Fig. 3B). The modified
configuration thus caused a strain magnitude increase of
4.3x, relative to the constrained configuration baseline. At
these same simulation times, the modified versus linear constrained strain rate ratio was 5.20/s to 26.6/s, or 0.2x. Thus,
the modified configuration, relative to the linear constrained
configuration, resulted in increased strain but decreased strain
rates.
Figure 4 shows critical MPS for sequential axial sections
of the head, for both the linear constrained (left images)
and modified (right images) configuration. Paired images in
each panel show that the modified configuration causes larger
MPS than the linear constrained configuration. Furthermore,
Figures 3 and 4 show that the modified configuration results
in a wider distribution of strain values throughout the brain as
compared to the linear constrained configuration. In both test
configurations, the largest brain strains occur at the periphery,
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configuration is more than 2.5 orders of magnitude, and the
modified configuration is about 1.5 orders of magnitude away
from the cell death intercept. Thus, for the two anvil configurations investigated here, strain magnitudes were more critical
than strain rates for potential injury. Although the concept
that the brain tissue, to remain shielded from injury, should
neither be stretched too far nor too fast, the relative contribution to injury from strain versus strain rate is not resolved and
remains an active area of research.12,26
Compared to the linear constrained configuration, the modified configuration produced elevated brain strains in the
human digital twin. These data, mapped to the suggested
cbmTBI criterion, demonstrate blunt impacts that cause rotation and translation, rather than just translation alone, have
enhanced potential to cause brain injury. These data suggest
rotation may play a critical and perhaps dominant role in brain
injury causation. There is broad consensus that head rotations are critical to the assessment of brain injury risk.5–9
To our knowledge, this is the first study that has applied an
injury criterion that is based on both tissue strain and strain
rate to the ACH mil-spec with a high-fidelity digital human
head surrogate in an effort to motivate an update that includes
rotation. Although the cbmTBI threshold values used in this
study are based on preliminary findings,11 excluding the cell
death curve in Figure 3, all results shown in Figures 2-4 are

6

independent of the cbmTBI criterion and thus useable with
alternative injury criteria. Although several other tissue-based
injury criteria exist,9,13,24,25,27–29 this overarching principle
persists: as brain tissue deformation increases beyond normal
physiological values, so does the probability of injury. Critical
values and thresholds are often included to assign increasing
deformation magnitudes to increasing injury severity.
Although studies have simulated the acceleration
responses based on the ACH mil-spec,1,30 they used only a
DOT headform, not a human model, and examined translations alone, not translations and rotations. Other studies31
have used a detailed human head model but focused on effects
of helmet shell stiffness and helmet-to-skull coupling, finding
that the skull, when struck by the helmet shell, resulted in
bone fracture. Another recent study by Begonia et al.32 studied a modified testing configuration that induced rotational
head motions by using two dummy neck variants, a Hybrid III
and a EuroSID-2, attached to a National Operating Committee
for Standards on Athletic Equipment headform. Our modified
configuration, in contrast, utilized a simpler setup of a Hybrid
III headform without a neck and required only a modification to the anvil target. Both our study and the Begonia study
support the conclusion that testing methods that include a rotational component may be more suitable for evaluating the risk
of diffuse brain injuries.
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FIGURE 4. Sequence of maximum principal strain (MPS) for axial sections of the head. In each panel (A1 through G4), the center image shows the axial plane
elevation, superior-to-inferior. The left image shows the linear constrained configuration results at the given axial plane elevation, and the right image shows
the modified configuration results. A comparison between the right and left images shows that the MPS is larger in magnitude for the modified configuration
as compared to the linear constrained configuration.
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neck, and while this methodology has been employed in other
test methodologies for recreational sports helmets, the specific
interaction of the neck should be considered in future studies
of combat helmets.
Second, the brain of our 3D human digital twin is isotropic,
lacking the anisotropy of the 2D models developed by our
team.39 Because it is such a profound feature of the WM
tracts,40 anisotropy should be included in our future 3D model.
Third, we focused on MPS since this provided a direct
comparison to a potential cellular-mild-TBI threshold.11
Although MPS is frequently reported as a brain injury
explanatory variable, other reported metrics include third
principal strain, shear strain, volumetric strain rate measure,
cumulative strain damage measure, and combinations thereof.
There is not yet broad consensus as to which explanatory
variable (or variables) best predict(s) TBI.12,26,38
CONCLUSION
We have shown that a modified configuration that generated
rotations is more deleterious to the brain than the translational
impact arising from the ACH mil-spec. Brain deformation,
and not acceleration alone, should be used as an explanatory
variable for brain injury risk potential. As shown by our comparison of two configurations, the inclined anvil configuration
caused lower accelerations and higher deformations than the
mil-spec configuration, illustrating the need to distinguish
between translational and rotational variables.
The ACH mil-spec deserves a renewed evaluation for its
relevance to the risk assessment of head injury, secondary
to blunt impact. Without a rotational component, the ACH
mil-spec is incapable of fully predicting brain injury. A modification that includes a rotational component would provide
updated relevance to prediction and risk assessment of brain
injury resulting from blunt impacts.
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Translational acceleration, absent from any other metric,
is not a good predictor of brain injury potential. Peak vertical
G-loading for the linear constrained configuration exceeded
that of the modified configuration since the latter was able
to deflect the helmeted head laterally and generate rotations
on rebound. This result is expected. For the modified configuration, not all of the inbound translational kinetic energy
rebounds as translational kinetic energy, as in the linear
constrained configuration case. Rather, the inbound kinetic
energy gets transformed, post-collision, into rebounded translational kinetic energy and newly onset rotational kinetic
energy. The modified configuration produced lower impact
acceleration yet elevated strains, relative to the baseline configuration.
The cause of this outcome can be attributed to the brain’s
nearly incompressible nature, a consequence of the brain’s
composition by weight to be predominantly water (77% to
78%).33 The brain has significant predisposition to undergo
shear deformation rather than volumetric deformation. The
bulk modulus (K) of the brain exceeds its initial and longterm shear moduli (G0 and G∞ ) by ∼ 5-6 orders of magnitude.
Bulk modulus is typically measured in GPa (1E9 Pa), whereas
shear moduli are typically measured in kPa (1E3 Pa) or 10s of
kPa (1E4 Pa). A consequence of the bulk-to-shear disparity
is the generalization that rotational head motion, relative to
translational head motion, causes greater brain deformation
through shear.10
Figure 4 shows axial sections of brain strain, comparing the
maximum values observed in the two configurations investigated here. Generally, the modified configuration showed
elevated strain levels throughout the brain. High values of
brain strain appeared near the periphery of the brain, where
the GM sits adjacent to the CSF and the interior of the skull.
Elevated GM strain also appeared near the interface with the
membranes. Less detectable was any effect from the GMWM interface. This result was expected, since our numerical
model for GM and WM differed in shear response only; bulk
constitutive response was the same for both materials.17 This
result also indicated that shear constitutive disparities between
GM and skull largely saturated any relatively small disparities between GM and WM, at the presently shown strain
thresholds.
The present work has important limitations, falling into
three broad categories of influence: head kinematics, brain
constitutive model, and brain response metric.
First, we compared only two distinct blunt impact configurations: an impact directed toward the crown of a helmeted
head and an angled impact posterior to the crown. The ACH
military-specification uses seven impact locations, which
includes the crown.1,2 Head impact location and direction is
believed to be an important variable influencing the potential
for TBI.34–36 Moreover, our rotational case considered only
sagittal rotation. Other studies have shown injury outcomes
are dependent on the rotation axis.6,7,37,38 Our rotational case
also utilized a simplified setup of a Hybrid III head without a
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